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ABSTRACT 

A number of rows of inline configuration serrated fin heat exchanger were modeled using CFD to examine a number 

of characteristics previously explored in the special single row case.  The development of heat transfer in the bundle 

is discussed, paying particular attention to the special effects generated by the serrations and their influence on the 

heat transfer over the full fin surface. A comparison between a commercial pressure drop prediction method and the 

CFD results is then presented and a discussion of the difference in results given. A direction for a pressure drop 

prediction method for serrated finned tube bundles is also outlined from the results. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

Mcilwain [1] simulated a heat exchanger with a single row of tubes with serrated fins in crossflow to examine the 

turbulence structure and heat transfer patterns in isolation.  This study builds on the previous work, adding 

progressively to the number of rows.  It then compares a prediction method used for plain high fins with the CFD 

results and looks at some of the differences between the assumptions made for plain finned and serrated finned tube 

bundles. 

 

2.    CFD MODELS 

2.1 Model layout 

To reduce cycle time and minimise computer resources the 3 dimensional modelling approach of Mcilwain [2,1] 

was used. In this approach symmetry planes are assumed which mean that only a small slice of a heat exchanger 

needs to be represented. 

The mesh was separated into four main sections: an entry section, a tube section, an initial outlet and the main outlet 

sections to allow for wake renormalisation. 

The model layout is shown schematically in Figure 1.  For simplicity only two tube rows are shown in the tube 

sections. 

 

 
Figure 1 The layout of the CFD mesh (Only two tube rows shown in tube section, not to scale) 

 

Figure 2 shows the approach view of the section, in which half a fin thickness and half an inter-fin gap are modeled 

for the first tube row. In the centre of the diagram the fin of the following tube can be seen. As the model has to be 

representative of a production heat exchanger the fins on subsequent tube rows could not be aligned, otherwise there 
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would be an unrealistic reduction in pressure drop due to the reduction of the blockage factor, and the development 

of a precession effect which would dampen the effects of vortex and separation development. Experiment based 

validation work carried out previously on inline arrangement bundles with many plain finned tube rows showed that 

the optimum placement of the fins was offset for the first row, middle position for the second, opposite offset for the 

third, middle for fourth and then a repeat of the pattern for subsequent rows. This approach was employed here and 

is believed to be as close to the relatively random pattern a production heat exchanger would have as is practical for 

modeling with. 

 
Figure 2 The gas flow approach view to the model showing fin arrangement with two tube rows (offset and middle). 

 

The mesh sizes for the differing mesh regions are shown in Table 1. The element type used for the mesh were 

hexahedral elements to reduce numerical diffusion that may otherwise arise with tetrahedral shapes. The effort to 

use these elements and the subsequent small sizing that was required was felt necessary due to the expected 

formation of small recirculation zones and eddy formation that would be generated by the fin’s blades. A Cooper 

meshing method was used for the region around the tube and fins. As the flow features dictate the intensity of 

elements required in a region sizes vary from region to region; a typical dimension is about 1mm. 

Table 1 Mesh sizes for each region 

Region Element size (units) 

Entry 1.2 

Tube section 1 

Initial Outlet 1.2 

Outlet 1.6 

The turbulence model used for the solution was the k-e realizable, with a near wall treatment. This was chosen as 

previous validation experiments had shown it to be the best performing method. After a period of running the 

solution a wall adaption of the cells was applied within the CFD package.  

 The heat transfer model in the CFD was modified slightly to reflect changes found in previous validation 

experiments as shown in Mcilwain [2].  

The time to full convergence for the most complex four row model was 26 hours, for each velocity point. 

2.2 Bundle geometry 

Table 2 gives the geometry of the tube bundle and Table 3 gives the auxiliary geometry for the serrated fins.   
 

Table 2 Dimensions of tube bundle 

Dimensions mm 

Fin tip diameter, Df 88.9 

Bare tube outer diameter, Do 50.07 

Tube inner diameter, Di 48.07 

Mean fin thickness, sf 1.2 

Fin frequency, nf 239 fins / m 

Longitudinal pitch, Pl 99 

Transverse pitch, Pt 113.7 
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Table 3 Dimensions of serrated fins 

Dimensions mm 

Fin uncut height, Hfs 6.62 

Serration width, Bw 4.7 

Blades per fin, nb 41 

Fin cut height, Bh 12.48 

Cut width, Bg 2.11 

 

2.3 Process Conditions 

As described in Mcilwain [1], it was assumed that the tubeside conditions are those of isothermally condensing 

steam (approx 373
o
K) and gas side approach temperature is 293

o
K 

 

3.    HEAT TRANSFER SIMULATION RESULTS 

3. 1 Temperature contours 

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the contours of temperature of the flow (in the middle of the domain) superimposed on 

which are the temperatures of the serrated fin surfaces. The face velocity is 4m/s, the flow direction is left to right, 

and the scale is degrees K. 

 

 
Figure 3 Temperature contours on serrated fins of 2 row model (4m/s) 

 

 
Figure 4 Temperature contours on serrated fins of 3 row model (4m/s) 
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Figure 5 Temperature contours on serrated fins of 4 row model (4m/s) 

 

As expected, it can be seen that the temperature on the fins increases as the number of rows increases due to the 

increased air temperature through the bundle. The figures also show that the flow recirculation and wake effects 

developing over the rear of the tube region described by Mcilwain et al [3] are present in the bundle arrangement.  

 

Figure 6 shows the temperature contours on the last tube of the four row bundle at 6m/s. In this case, the flow 

direction is right to left, and the scale is in degrees K. The figure shows a series of planes that are used to view the 

flow movement and behaviour. Figure 7 is a close-up of the blades, and it can be seen that there is a definite region 

of high temperature flow around the blade tip that is circled in purple. In all cases investigated here it was observed 

that the region of flow in the gap between the fins was heated more near the tip of the blade. There is also evidence 

of small amounts of flow recirculation in this region. This indicates that, in the CFD model, most of the remaining 

flow in the blade gap is trapped in the gap and has limited mass interchange with the bulk flow. The consequence of 

this is a smaller contribution of this flow to the heat transfer process. This is examined in more detail in the 

following section. 

 
Figure 6 Contours of temperature on fourth tube of four row bundle at 6m/s 
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Figure 7 Close up of blades 

3.2 The heat transfer process 

The heat in the system is supplied at the tube inner wall and transfers by conduction through the tube wall.  Some is 

lost to the air via the tube outer wall, but significantly more conducts to the fin, which rejects the majority of the 

heat to the air stream. Ignoring the tube, the leading edge of the fin will be exposed to cooler flow, and therefore will 

reject heat at a higher rate than the rear portion. Hence all fins in Figures 3, 4 and 5 show a cooler frontal region. It 

follows that the rear portion of the fin, which is affected by both hotter oncoming flow from the front of the fin, and 

the wake region behind the tube, will be hotter. In the case of solid (plain) fins the fin is a single homogenous unit, 

and conduction across the plane of the fin affects the heat transfer, but in serrated or cut fins there is a discontinuity. 

The flow properties around the cuts were investigated and from close inspection of velocity vector plots, no areas of 

crossover from one side of the fin to the other could be found. It is therefore postulated that the flow becomes 

trapped in little pockets inside the cuts, and the cuts do not act as effective thermal carriers, either for bulk flow or as 

conduction elements to aid the discontinuity in the fin material. However some small effect must be occurring for 

both, as can be seen in the contour plots. As the row number traversed increases the flow recirculation in the wake 

rejoin is still occurring. Although this flow is wake driven it may also be influenced by the discontinuity of the fin 

material. 

This means that the size of the cuts may well affect the performance of the fin; a fully cut fin may perform better 

than the partially cut type investigated here due to the size of the gap near the fin tip.  Although there is a small loss 

of surface area in this case, it is likely the flow will not be trapped in the cut rejoin and the increased turbulence at 

the boundaries of the fin cut rejoin will enhance the heat transfer process. 

In comparison with plain fin geometry it was shown by Mcilwain et al [3] that, for a single row, the average heat 

transfer increase with serrated fins was only in the region of 8% of the plain fin value across the working range of 

velocities, but the increase in pressure drop varied from 0.5% to 10%. In light of the above discussion it would 

appear that the choice of partially cut serrated fins over plain fins may be questionable in certain circumstances. 

However, bent partially cut serrated fins where the alternate blades are offset are likely to show better heat transfer 

performance due to increased turbulence and a higher presented frontal area.  

 

4.     PRESSURE DROP RESULTS 
 

The pressure drop prediction method of Mcilwain et al [4] for tube bundles was compared with the CFD data. It 

must be noted this method was developed for plain high fins only, while the CFD data are for serrated fins.  Also, 

the manifold of test data used in the development of the Mcilwain method were tube bundles with 4 rows or greater. 

The comparisons presented below are carried out on the two, three and four row bundles as one row is a special 

case.  

As the area of the serrated cut fins is less than the plain fin (95.2%), the ratio of total fin surface area per unit 

approach area (Φ), as described by Mcilwain et al [4], is modified by a factor of 0.952.  

It can be seen in Appendix A that the predictions with this small area modification are reasonably close to the CFD 

results, but are generally higher at flow velocities greater than 3 m/s.  For the two row bundle the difference varies 
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from -18% at low velocity to 11% at high velocity.  The three row bundle varies from -5% to 12%, and the four row 

bundle varies from -15% to 17%.  For typical air cooler designs or heat recovery tube bundles with high mass flux, 

the above results indicate that the modified prediction method will be on the conservative side. However, the results 

indicate that a simple correction to the prediction method may be sufficient to produce acceptable results for serrated 

finned tube bundles. 

When plotting the predicted pressure drop from CFD against the bundle air mean velocity on a logarithmic scale 

(Figure 8) it was found that the average slope of the lines is 1.54. It is believed, based on previous work, that if 5, 6, 

7 etc rows were modeled in CFD the average slope would be found to be in the 1.55-1.57 region, indicating the 

approach velocity raised to the power of 1.5x could be used to provide a starting point for a pressure drop prediction 

method. It is, however, acknowledged that air density/gas density (in recuperator use) and bundle geometry factors 

may render this index ineffective for a generalized prediction method. 

 

 CFD data pressure drop (Log)
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Figure 8 Slope of pressure drop results (log format) 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The CFD results presented for multi-row tube bundles with serrated fins confirm the findings of Mcilwain [1] for 

a single row tube. The results suggested that the use of partially cut serrated fins may not take full advantage of the 

turbulence around serrated fins, in particular at low mean gas velocities. The high resistance to the air flow in the 

gap at the serrations seems to trap the flow in this region and thus limit the effectiveness of the serrations. The 

increase in pressure drop compared to the small increase in heat transfer may raise a question on the use of this type 

of finning at relatively low velocities. However, bent, partially-cut, serrated fins, where alternate blades are canted 

outwards, are likely to show better heat transfer performance due to increased turbulence. This will form the basis of 

a stream of future work. 

2.  Although the prediction method used was only valid for plain high fins, a small modification to allow for the 

decrease in surface area for partially cut serrated fins showed that the method gives reasonable results to the CFD 

results for serrated fins. The full results indicate that a new prediction method based on a velocity index of 1.5x may 

be sufficient to produce results for pressure drop in serrated finned tube bundles. However this leaves a number of 

questions, mostly relating to the fin geometry and the interaction of the fluid flow’s properties which together 

influence the exchanger’s aerodynamic behaviours.  This will form the basis of another stream of future work. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

Df Fin tip diameter     m 

Do Outer tube diameter    m 

Di Inner tube diameter    m 

Hsf Height of solid component of fin   m 

nb number of blades per fin     - 

nf Fin frequency     - 
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P Pressure drop          Pa 

sf Mean fin thickness    m 

Wb Width of blade      m 

Φ Ratio of total fin surface area per unit approach area  - 

Pl Longitudinal pitch    m 

Kft Model fin loss coefficient    - 

Pt Transverse pitch    m 

Bh  Blade height     m 

Bg  Blade gap (cut width)    m 

Bw  Width of blade (Serration width)    m 
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APPENDIX A - Comparison of pressure drop from commercial model and CFD models. 

 
 

                       

Pressure drop prediction to CFD data: 2 row
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Pressure drop prediction to CFD data: 3 row
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Pressure drop prediction to CFD data: 4 row
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